DATA SHEET
SECURE ACCESS SERVICE EDGE (SASE)
Secure cloud access. Anywhere. Anytime. Any device. No matter what.
The worldwide shift to remote working, combined with increased cloud adoption and
innovation has fundamentally transformed the network. Our reliance on cloud-based
applications and the ability to move data from data centres to multi-cloud environments means
many businesses have outgrown the traditional methods used to secure network access and
manage access control. The modern business needs instant, uncompromised access to their
networks and cloud-based resources, from any location and on any device.
Nasstar’s Secure Access Service Edge, otherwise known as SASE, combines network security
and connectivity technologies into one single cloud-delivered service, providing improved,
simplified cloud access security from anywhere.

THE NASSTAR WAY
At Nasstar, we put security at the heart of everything we do. Our SASE solution leverages
a scalable, unified networking and security infrastructure to support the dynamic, secure
access needs of today’s organisations.
We consult, modernise, manage, and monitor the solution through an intuitive cloud service,
providing you with a powerful suite of SASE services that help you meet the demands
of changing multi-cloud infrastructures and a dynamic workforce that could be located
anywhere - without compromising on security.

SUPPORTING THE EVER-CHANGING NEEDS OF TODAY’S HYBRID
ORGANISATIONS
\\ We know that the business of today must continually adapt to remain ahead. Whether
you’re trying to attract the best talent, outstep the competition or avoid a damaging
cyber-attack.
\\ By applying a secure cloud access infrastructure, you enable users to securely access
their workloads wherever they are. This is imperative in a world where businesses are
rapidly adopting SaaS solutions, moving data between environments, and enabling
remote working solutions.
\\ Our SASE solution converges agile and scalable WAN product features with security
point products including secure web gateway, zero-trust network access, Cloud Access
Security Broker (CASB), and Firewall as a Service (FWaaS.) This ensures your business
benefits from a single cloud-delivered service that enforces a consistent security policy,
regardless of your workforce or data location.
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KEY FEATURES
Realise the full benefits of a secure cloud access infrastructure for the modern business
Flexibility & scalability
With SASE, you have the flexibility to scale your solution and meet the security and
connectivity demands of a modern, evolving workspace and workforce.

Threat intelligence
With AI-driven threat intelligence, we deliver advanced security and consistent realtime protection to all network edges, keeping your business safe and secure.

Zero trust approach
With our zero-trust approach, you will know who and what is on your network at all
times. We remove insecure trust assumptions when users, devices and applications
connect – regardless of whether a user is on or off the network.

Reduced complexity
We minimise the number of security products you manage and maintain, resulting in
a simplified secure network structure, all easily managed from a single-pane-of-glass
management system.

Reduced total cost of ownership
A single platform approach that reduces or eliminates CAPEX and OPEX costs.

REQUEST A FREE SASE CONSULTATION

If you would like to book a complimentary consultation or find out more about SASE,
please contact enquiries@nasstar.com or call 0345 003 0000
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